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How-To: Make Scary
Tombstones
By Brookelynn Morris
Is your house tragically ordinary? When people
talk about the supernatural do you assume that
they are discussing organic produce? Are you
suffering from a lackluster reputation because
you’ve never seen Twilight? Well, what will people
think when they come trick or treating and discover
that you have a cemetery in your front yard? Set
a spooky mood in your home this year with classic
Halloween tombstones. Cleverly transform cardboard into stone with some Krylon paint, and
transcend into another world.
Materials
»»Cardboard
»»Krylon Make It Stone!
Textured Paint in
Charcoal Sand
»»Krylon Short Cuts Paint
Pen in Gloss Black
»»Butcher paper

»»Pen or pencil
»»Yardstick
»»Scissors
»»Wooden stakes
or dowels, 2 per
tombstone
»»Packing tape
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Directions
Step 1: The best way to make a perfectly shaped cardboard
tombstone is to use a paper template. Fold the butcher paper
in half, and only draw one half of the tombstone. Keep it simple
by drawing a plain rounded shape, or add drama with some
gothic detailing. Then cut it out, and unfold the paper to reveal
a perfectly symmetrical shape.
Step 2: Trace the paper template onto the cardboard, then cut
out the tombstone.
Step 3: Use the Krylon Make it Stone! Textured Paint to instantly
transform the cardboard into stone. It’s a one step process that
coats surfaces with textured layers that mimic the look of stone.
Because of the special consistency of the paint, don’t shake the
can as you would normally. Instead, gently rattle the can for 10
seconds. Hold the nozzle 10"–12" from the cardboard, and then
spray it in thin, whispy circles. If one coat doesn’t suffice, wait 15
minutes and apply a second. (I only needed one!) Once painted,
leave them for 5–6 hours to dry completely.
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Step 4: Decorate the dry stone tombstones with the Krylon
Short Cuts Paint Pen. Press the tip onto scrap paper to get the
paint flowing into the tip of the pen, and use the edges of the
tip for thick or narrow lines. Draw a line along the inside edge to
make a frame, then add text, dates, or a spooky epitaph.
Step 5: Drive 2 wooden stakes into the ground and secure the
tombstones to them with packing or duct tape.
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